These versatile reading responses can be used for any fiction story! They are appropriate for 2nd through 5th grade. Consider using the reading responses for:

- reading workshop
- basal stories
- chapter books
- read alouds
- homework
- substitutes

Different reading response variations are included to meet your needs.

I always leave a fiction read aloud and copies of my reading responses in my substitute bin.
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Fiction Reading Response

Title

Author

What happened in your story? Write a summary.

What do you think about the story? Write your opinion.

What was your favorite part of the story? Draw it.
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What do you think about the story? Write your opinion.
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Fiction Reading Response for Chapter Books

Title: 

Chapter: 

Author: 

What happened in your chapter? Write a summary.

What do you think about the chapter? Write your opinion.

What was your favorite part of the chapter? Draw it.
Fiction Reading Response for Chapter Books

Title: ________________________________

Chapter: ____________________________  Author: ____________________________

What happened in your chapter? Write a summary.
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What do you think about the chapter? Write your opinion.
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What was your favorite part of the chapter? Draw it.
A good summary should include:

- characters
- setting
- main event/problem/conflict
- important details
- solution/how the problem was solved

Summary

What happened?
Opinion ideas:
- I liked/didn’t like it when…because…
- If I were…I would…
- I wonder why…
- I wish…because…
- It was funny, sad, strange, exciting, confusing when…because…

What do you think about it?
Thank you very much for downloading my Reading Response Packet! I appreciate your business. Please leave feedback for me on my TPT page. I’d love to know what you think!

Check out my store: http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Lisa-Lilienthal
I have some great reading and writing products!
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